gives rise to the above example, and these two methods of construction correspond to the two possible meanings of the example.
D. Dahm and H. Trotter, in a private communication, have raised the question: "Does there exist an algorithm to determine whether a Backus system is ambiguous?" We call this the ambiguity problem. The purpose of this paper is to show that no such algorithm exists, i.e., that the ambiguity problem is unsolvable.
We first define a normal system. It consists of: (I) A finite alphabet: al, a2, ... , at ; (II) A finite collection of ordered pairs: (gl, 01), (g2,02), "'" , (gr, ~), where the g, and g~ are words. (III) An axiom A which is some fixed word. If U and V are words, we say U --~ V if U is of the form gP and V is of the form P~ where (g, ~) is one of the ordered pairs. We also write, in this case, g,P ~ P~,. Also, if U1, U2,..-, Un are wordswith U~--~ U,+i, 1 _< i ~ n--l, then U1 --~ U~, and we say U, is derived from U1. The words which may be derived from the axiom A are called theorems.
A normal system is called undecidable if there does not exist an algorithm for determining whether a word is a theorem of the system. It is implicit in [2, sec. 6.5] that there exists an undecidable normal system, which we denote by NS, with the property that in each ordered pair (g, 0), the words g and 0 have no common letters.
LEMMA. If U and V are words of NS, then U --~ V, if and only if there exists indices jl , j~ , "'" , j,~ such that
U~slOs~ "'" ~j,~ = gJlgn "'" g~V.
PROOF. Suppose the equality holds. As Osl and gel have no common letters, U is of the form g31R, ; let U1 = Rigj,. Then we have U--~ U1 and U~O3~ "" ~Os,, = gs~gJ~ "'" g~,,V. Proceeding inductively, we obtain a sequence of words, U, U1,U~,...,U,~= V with U--~U1--~...--~Um; hence U--~V. Conversely, if U--~ V, then there exist words U0, Ui, ... , U~ with U0 = U and U~ = V, and indices j~, j2, "" , j~ such that U~-iO~, = g~,U,, 1 _< i =< m. Then Uo~,, = g~,U1 or Uo~sign = gslUJgi2 = gi,g]~U2. By induction the proof is complete.
THEOREM. The ambiguity problem is unsolvable.
PROOF. We describe certain predicates and Backus systems; to save space we omit the formal definitions. It is easy to construct predicates and systems with the required properties. We use as alphabet the alphabet al, a2, ... , at of NS and in addition the letters b~, b~, ... , b~, one for each ordered pair (g,, ~) of NS. If A is the axiom of NS, form the predicate P which contains all words of the form I t is possible to construct the predicates P and Q w so that there is no ambiguity in their definition, and we assume that this is done. Then form the Backus system B w which contains the predicates P , Q w , and S w , where S w is defined by P ~ S w and Q w ~ S w . Now, in order for B w to be ambiguous, Bw must contain a predicate which contains a word which comes about in two ways. The predicates P and Qw, and all predicates used in their definition, do not have this property. Thus B w is ambiguous if and only if S w contains a word which comes about in two ways. 
